32	Mining
treatment. The sow was carried from the furnace to
the forge, ' finery ' or ' strynghearth ', where it was
heated on an open hearth and reduced by the sledge,
or by the water-hammer1 when available, to a large
ingot or ' bloom '.2 The latter was, as a rule, reheated,
divided, and worked into bars, the completion of which
was usually carried out in the seventeenth century at
a third hearth, the ' chafery ', but this appears to have
been an elaboration of post-mediaeval date. The sows
naturally varied in size according to the capacity of the
furnace, and this, it may be observed, was much greater
at the end of a ' blowing' than at the beginning, owing
to the fire eating away the hearth, especially if too large
a proportion of intractable ' 'hot' ore were used ; 3 but
the blooms were made of standard weight. At the same
time the weight of the bloom, though constant in any
given district, varied in different parts of the country.
In Weardale it seems to have been about two hundred-
weight, being composed of fifteen stones, each of thirteen
pounds; 4 and in Furness it was about the same weight,
but contained fourteen stones of fourteen pounds.5
On the other hand, we find blooms selling at the Kentish
ironworks of Tudeley for 35. 4d. in the reign of Edward
1	The date of the introduction of hammers driven by water power
is problematic :   a ' great waterhamor ' was working in Ashtlown
Forest, Sussex, in 1496.   Misc. Bks. Exch. T. R., 8, f. 49.
2	The unworked bloom was called a ' loop ', which appears to be
derived from the French loup, which was applied to such a mass of
iron.    Swank, Iron in All Ages, So.
3	A furnace once lit might be kept in blast sometimes for as much
as forty weeks, in the seventeenth century, but the periods usual in
earlier times were no doubt much shorter.
4	Engl. Hist. Rev., xiv. 529.
5	Furness Couchev, pt. iii, Introd,   The word used is ' band ', but
it is apparently equivalent to ' bloom '.

